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King of Evil is a good Boy”). This movie will be released in Hindi

language.As you know, Bollywood (Hollywood for us) movies usually get
dubbed into Hindi language.And this one is not any exception.This movie
is of a comedy genre and the main characters are two friends who fall in
love. Pawan Kumar and Avinash Mishra have got some names. On the

other hand, their counterparts are also getting popular.Pawan Kumar is
playing an average young man. And it is seen that even he has no

knowledge of what is love.But, he just falls in love and his destiny ends up
becoming unpredictable. Also, the girl of the movie is Katy Kantilal. She is
playing the role of Preeti Chowdhary.She loves him without knowing his
character.It is seen that he is not smooth about showing off his love to

her.But, what the end shows is that how Katy dances with the song that
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he tells her.And this dance starts a new journey for them. It is seen that
how their story goes and how does the situation develop. It is seen that
he does not have any skills to show what he feels for her. So, what he

does is to ask for help from his friend. The story starts with their
childhood friends. They are going to a village for their life after college.

They come there and find the state of their existence getting lost.Kantilal
comes to know that their houses are about to be taken by a developer.So,
he becomes an affected person and starts finding ways to help them.But,

it is seen that he is not capable of enjoying anything. So, he is too
emotionally attached with everything. Meanwhile, he becomes close to

Preeti. He also spends some time with her.This is when things start going
its limits. It is seen that she starts loving him.She gets him into a situation

of overwhelming love.However, the problem with this is that her father
loves him and he doesn’t approve about her love.Their struggle starts

with deep emotions.This movie is getting good collections in
theatres.There is a song that is being
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